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Introduction
Welcome to the September edi-

tion of Planning and Building
Control Today – Northern Ireland.

There is widespread feeling that the
UK’s housing shortage can only be
properly addressed with the acceptance
that building on our green spaces is at
least an option. Brownfield land can
be subject to contamination or infra-
structure constraints that make them
too costly to develop profitably, so
where else do we build? Amanda
Beresford, Head of Planning at corpo-
rate law firm Shulmans provides her
thoughts in this edition on how the
two objectives of increasing house-
building and protecting the green belt
can be reconciled. She asks whether
house building plans will eventually
result in development in the green belt. 

Staying with the housing shortage
theme, Dr Tim Fox, Fellow of the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers
argues that one other solution to the
UK’s housing crisis (once the land is
secured!) could lie in the off-site 
construction sector. He argues that
off-site construction technologies have
advanced greatly in recent years and
can offer shorter build times, better
quality, better energy efficiency, less
waste and lower costs for buyers.

I’m really pleased to include an 
exclusive interview with the BIM
Champion, Dave Philp. Philp has
recently added another title to his job
role – becoming the Chair of the BIM
Delivery Group for the Scottish Futures
Trust. In the interview, we chat about
how far we have come in embedding
BIM in the construction industry, the
PAS 1192-5 standard, skills, accredita-
tion, and why Scotland needs a BIM

strategy – detailing how this will be
delivered.

In addition to the above, we have
some really interesting articles from
experts such as Chris Witte, Vice Chair
BIM4M2 who provides a step-by-step
guide on how BIM4M2 are helping
manufacturers to be fit for purpose
on their BIM journey. Raj Chawla, Vice
Chair of BIM4SMEs also supplies a
piece that analyses the challenges,
issues, and benefits that the SME
community face in the BIM process,
arguing that to participate is necessary
to gain efficiency.

The Association for Project Safety also
contribute an article that defines how
the new CDM2015 Regulations apply
in both maintenance work and self-
build projects and Anthony Burd Head
of Sector – Construction, and Daniel
Mansfield Head of Policy Engagement
at BSI discuss Cebr’s research into the
economic contribution of standards to
the UK economy.

Finally, with expected increases in the
number of unusually hot summers as
the climate changes, more frequent
and intense heatwaves, and continuing
construction in dense cities, it will be
even more important to consider ways
to ensure our homes remain at com-
fortable temperatures all year round.
So as our climate and hot summers
become more probable, the Zero
Carbon Hub ask if we should make
better use of planning systems to help
prevent overheating in homes.

I hope you all enjoy reading this edition,
and as ever, welcome any feedback
you have. ■
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Housing a nation through
off-site construction
Dr Tim Fox, Fellow of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
argues that a solution to the UK’s housing crisis could lie in the
off-site construction sector…

The UK’s housing supply market is widely-recog-
nised as being broken, and fixing it will require
bold long-term leadership from government to

incentivise innovation, set challenging standards and
put the householder at the heart of the build process. 

As the nation continues to grow in both population
numbers and prosperity, an estimated 250,000 new
homes are going to need to be built each year in Eng-
land alone for the next 15 years at least. The problem
is, in reality the number actually being provided is on
average more than 100,000 less than this annually. 

With demand typically exceeding supply by a 
substantial margin for the past few decades, UK
house prices have tended to increase at rates far
outstripping retail inflation and wage growth, leading
to a long-term reduction in housing affordability.
While rising house prices are popular with some, 
they clearly have various detrimental effects on many
more, including on social mobility, the labour market,
debt burdens, homelessness, welfare expenditure
and pension provisions. In parallel, high land prices,
and a problematic planning regime, ensure that the
current house building market provides high returns
for land owners, marginal returns for builders, and
almost completely ignores the long-term needs of
the homes’ ultimate owners and occupiers.

The new Conservative government needs to 
demonstrate real ambition, leadership and innovation,
not make small piecemeal changes, if it is going to
solve the UK’s housing crisis. Overhauling the way
the UK constructs homes could be the quickest and
most effective way of achieving this.

Off-site construction technologies have advanced
greatly in recent years and can offer shorter build

times, better quality, better energy efficiency, less
waste and lower costs for buyers. This method offers
a wide range of advantages over conventional forms.
These include:

Shorter build times, typically less than half the time•
it takes to build a conventional, masonry house;

Superior quality, through factory-based quality•
control, precision engineering and design 
standardisation;

More energy-efficient, achieving superior thermal•
insulation, with in-use energy savings of at least
20% over conventional methods;

Less waste, through efficient use of materials, up•
to 90% less waste than conventional construction
sites;

Lower ownership costs, through lower bills and •
reduced maintenance;

Upskilling and strengthening UK manufacturing,•
through high-technology manufacturing and 
opening up of new supply chain opportunities as
well as export potential;

Dr Tim Fox, Fellow of
the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers
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Reduced impact on transport systems, pollution•
and infrastructure, where off-site construction will
reduce the amount of raw materials needed to be
transported to the site.

Historically, the only previous large-scale deployment
of off-site techniques for houses (as opposed to 
flats or commercial properties) in the UK was the
programme of prefabricated (prefab) building imme-
diately after the Second World War. These units were
designed as a temporary solution to an acute housing
need in an era of severe construction material 
and labour shortages. In today’s context, the most
significant support for the increased use of off-site
construction methods rests with the government’s
ambition to raise the requirements for the thermal
performance of new homes, as well as meet the 
as-yet unsatisfied and increasing demand for more
dwellings. Done properly, such ambitions can make
off-site techniques cost-competitive for volume house
builders and speed up the supply side of the equation.

The current off-site industry needs support for 
innovation and expansion and needs the people and
facilities to compete against imports, if it is to meet
the demand for its products that could come from
empowering clients focused on long-term quality
and value. Government should help develop the
skills and infrastructure required to grow this sector,
which will not only help repair the UK’s broken 
housing supply market, but create jobs and deliver
economic benefit for the nation.

One area that has the potential to substantially
increase the quality and sustainability of UK homes,
and that would benefit significantly from support of

an off-site industry, is that of the self-build sector.
Most new-build homes are for individual private 
purchasers, but those ultimate purchasers have little
to no influence over the quality, size or design of
their home, other than through deciding whether or
not to buy it. This disconnect simply does not exist 
in other sectors, but, crucially, does not apply to 
self-builders where achieving higher quality, better
cost-in-use and innovation in sustainability more
often apply. The Institution of Mechanical Engineers
believes the UK government should, as part of a
comprehensive housing market reform programme,
aim to grow the self-build sector, supported by UK-
based off-site manufacturers, to supply at least 50%
of the market need (125,000 homes a year in England)
by 2030. Such a move could help reverse the negative
impacts on the sustainability of new homes in the UK
resulting from the government’s lack of commitment
to the Code for Sustainable Homes and other similar
initiatives. 

People living in the UK deserve affordable quality
homes and it is about time that consumers had more
say on the quality, design and size of their homes. 
Self-build is one more very effective route to achieving
this. By 2020, there should be at least as many houses
built by these players as are constructed by the tradi-
tional commercial building companies (125,000 a year
in England). By 2030, self-builders alone should be
achieving this annual level of completion. Government
should recognise that the step change in ambition
required, needs far more commitment and imagination
than the welcome, but inadequate, £30m for self-build
schemes announced in 2011; the need is for a 
fundamental restructuring of supply and there is an
opportunity to lead the way. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr Tim Fox
Fellow
Institution of Mechanical Engineers
enquiries@imeche.org
www.imeche.org
www.twitter.com/IMechE
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The green belt dilemma
Amanda Beresford, Head of Planning at corporate law firm Shulmans, asks
whether the government’s house building plans will result in development
in the green belt… 

The new Conservative government has ambitious
plans to rectify our current housing shortage.
Their manifesto promised 200,000 new starter

homes and 275,000 additional affordable homes
by 2020. In its recent paper “Fixing the Foundations:
Creating a more prosperous Nation” the government
sees boosting house building as part of the answer
to increasing the nation’s productivity. Their manifesto
also promised to protect the green belt, a promise
restated several times by Conservative ministers
since the election. Can the two objectives of increas-
ing housebuilding and protecting the green belt be
reconciled? Are there enough sites for new housing
without building on green belt land?

A number of steps were put in place by the previous
coalition government to address the housing shortage.
These included a temporary relaxation of permitted
development rights on the conversion of some 
buildings, such as offices, so that these could be
used for homes without the need to apply for 
planning permission. 

Further initiatives introduced by the new Conservative
government include a requirement for local authorities
to compile a register of brownfield land and have in
place a “zonal system” which would automatically
grant planning permission for residential development
on suitable brownfield sites. There are also proposals
to enhance compulsory purchase powers to allow
more brownfield land to be made available for 
residential development and to allow some increases
in the height of properties in London without the
need for planning permission. 

However these initiatives are not without challenges.
The development of brownfield first before greenfield
land has long been established planning policy, so

it’s not necessarily the inability to get planning 
permission that has prevented brownfield sites from
being developed. Often the issue is viability. Such
sites can be subject to contamination or infrastructure
constraints that make them too costly to develop
profitably. Also such sites may not be in the places
where people want to live or where there is easy
access to work or the right infrastructure in place.
Although it must be right to identify and develop
suitable brownfield sites for housing first, it is 
questionable whether these measures alone will
produce sufficient sites for the quantity of new 
housing proposed.  

The government continues to maintain that there 
will be no change to existing green belt policy. This
generally prohibits building in the green belt except
in special circumstances. Despite some planning 
permissions which have allowed development in the
green belt, the latest government statistics show 
that 13 per cent of the land area of England remains
green belt (an estimated 1,638,610 hectares). It may
be necessary to look at this green belt land again for
further housing sites. 

Indeed, the government has already acknowledged
that part of the solution to the housing need may 
be in the construction of new garden cities, such as
Ebbsfleet and Bicester, both of which have been 
promoted by the government yet will necessarily
involve taking land which is currently in the green belt. 

The answer may be that local planning authorities
can consider the need to make changes to the 
green belt through the local plan process. There are
numerous examples of emerging local plans where
land is proposed to be taken out of the green belt
and allocated for development (for example, the
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Leeds Core Strategy and emerging Leeds Site 
Allocation Plan). If land is first removed from the
green belt allocated for residential development 
and then granted permission and developed, the
government will have maintained its promise not to
allow development in the green belt. 

“The development of brownfield first
before greenfield land has long been
established planning policy, so it’s not
necessarily the inability to get planning
permission that has prevented brownfield
sites from being developed. Often the
issue is viability.“ 

Removing land from the green belt as part of the local
plan process presents its own challenges. Another
strand of planning policy is the promotion of localism
and neighbourhood plans. There is a clear tension,
and therefore plenty of potential for conflict, between

local authorities preparing local plans seeking to
delete land from the green belt and giving more
power to local communities who invariably wish to
retain all green belt land. The government’s proposals
to scrap the need for planning permission on identified
brownfield sites and relaxation of some permitted
development rights as referred to above has also
been criticised as being against localism. 

An additional problem is the speed with which local
plans are produced. Currently, only a relatively small
percentage of local planning authorities have up to
date adopted local plans. The need to address the
housing crisis through building new houses is urgent
and waiting for local plans to be adopted to identify
sites, including those which may require deletions
from the green belt, is unhelpful. The government
have recently announced that they will take further
action to ensure local authorities put local plans in
place by a set deadline, that the Secretary of State

Is brownfield land viable for development?
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will intervene when local authorities do not produce
them by arranging for local plans to be written in
conjunction with local people and that proposals will
be brought forward to speed up the procedure for
creating local plans. At the time of writing no further
details are available. 

Part of the answer may also lie in the devolution of
powers to city regions and the creation of the 
Northern Powerhouse, both of which are promoted
by the government. These moves could lead to
better strategic spatial planning which may help
resolve where the new housing should go, whether
land should be taken out of the green belt, how 
best to connect to transport and link housing to the
location of community, economic and other infra-
structure. The provision of some planning powers to
London and Manchester is already promised. General
devolution deals are also being discussed with
Sheffield and Leeds City Regions and Leeds, West

Yorkshire and partner authorities. Again, there is the
potential for conflict with the localism objective
which the government appears to hope to help
resolve through insisting on the provision of elected
mayors where powers are to be given. 

It remains to be seen how the inevitable tension
between providing enough housing sites, protecting
the green belt and fostering localism will be resolved
but there are clearly interesting times ahead! ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Amanda Beresford
Head of Planning 
Shulmans
Tel: 0113 245 2833
mail@shulmans.co.uk
www.shulmans.co.uk
www.twitter.com/ShulmansLLP

Amanda Beresford, Head of Planning at corporate law firm Shulmans



CITB NI research indicates that whilst
growth in the local construction industry
is lagging behind the UK, construction

employment in NI is expected to grow at an
annual average rate of 1% over the next 5
years, to around 64,500 by 2019 with an
average of 1,500 new employees needed each
year.1 The political and economic drivers 
for our industry will impact on the work on
the ground affecting both recruitment and
skills needs. 

There is a danger that we are heading for a
skills shortage in some areas as a result of an
“ageing workforce” which has come about
from a downturn in recruitment by compa-
nies over the last 5 years. Our industry wants
to train and our research highlights that 58%
of NI construction employers had funded or
arranged training for staff in past year.2 It is
very encouraging that construction employ-
ers want to get up-skilled in areas that will
help win contracts and grow their business.

Skills are a key driver of growth, performance
and prosperity. Our aim is to develop a qual-
ified and competent workforce within the NI
construction industry and to help encourage
and support training to ensure the right skills
in the right place at the right time.  

Our training grant scheme offers support to
a wide range of training and qualifications
from apprentices through to the existing
workforce including management and
administration. The scheme is structured into
3 Tiers and and offers an economic incentive
to train and whilst having a positive impact
on the industry.

Our Mobile Training Unit (MTU) provides
training on site to all registered in-scope
employers. It is convenient way of meeting
training requirements with minimum disrup-
tion to site work. The unit travels across
Northern Ireland delivering short duration
health and safety courses such as confined
spaces, excavations, manual handling and
working at heights encouraging the industry
to build safely. 

The second phase of our ‘Qualifying the
Existing Workforce’ project was launched last
year and there are now less than 300 QEW
qualifications remaining for unqualified,
experienced, employed construction workers
to NVQ Level 2.

We will continue to work with construction
employers and key partners to develop
better skills at all levels, from entry to senior
management. We will also be looking at
how Government support the construction

Invest in Skills to 
invest in the future
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industry through financial support for training
and by investment in construction and building
which give the industry a long term and secure
programme of work.

CITB NI will continue to focus on providing
the support and services needed to ensure
local businesses have the right skills. Through
a mix of Grant funding and Direct Training
Interventions CITB NI will help develop
workforce to meet client needs and grow
their business.

For information on CITB NI and more log on
to www.citbni.org.uk, like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/CITBNorthernIreland
and follow the discussion on Twitter @CITBNI
and LinkedIn http://linkd.in/1GBeyLf

1 Industry Insights Report for NI 2015-19 Construction Skills 

Network (CSN) 

2 Employer Panel Consultation (EPC) Research – Summary of Wave

14 Findings 

Barry Neilson
Chief Executive
CITB Northern Ireland
www.citbni.org.uk 

Barry Neilson, Chief Executive, 
CITB Northern Ireland
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Delivering on the BIM mandate
In an interview with Lisa Carnwell, Editor of BIM Today, David Philp,
industry sector BIM ambassador, discusses the UK’s BIM journey and his
latest role with the Scottish Futures Trust…

Anyone aware of BIM will know who David Philp
is, but for any newcomer to the idea of digitising
construction and especially BIM, Philp is

certainly one of the top influencers and ambassadors
for the sector.

In the early nineties, he joined Balfour Beatty as a
graduate engineer, eventually becoming their Director
of Technical Services and latterly BIM Programme
Director. He has worked for Mace as Head of Building
Information Modelling and is now Director for BIM
at AECOM. But that’s not all. He is a Professor at
Glasgow Caledonian University and following a
secondment into the Cabinet Office’s Efficiency and
Reform Group in 2011 he remains Head of BIM at the
UK BIM Task Group. A co-founder of BIM2050 and
BIM4SME he is chair of the various BIM4 working
groups in addition to being recently announced as
the Chair of the BIM Delivery Group for the Scottish
Futures Trust. 

I was lucky enough to grab some time with one of
the busiest people I’ve ever met to discuss BIM and

the whole concept of digitising construction. We
began with discussing the current thinking within
the industry and where the UK sits in terms of BIM
implementation.

Where are we now?
Although many people are aware of the Digital Built
Britain programme, industry is still very much
focussed on Level 2 and ensuring it is embedded
before thinking about Level 3 BIM. There are a
comprehensive suite of standards, processes,
guidance and tools which will be complete around
October, including the last piece of the jigsaw in
terms of the soft landings standard. It is expected
that the NBS BIM Toolkit will have advanced by that
point too, with significant testing.

For Philp, the deadline for government to have all
centrally procured projects achieve Level 2 BIM in
2016 is a starting point. He said:

“Everyone talks about getting to 2016 like its crossing
a finish line, but it’s actually when we start the race.

12 | BIM



We have clients that are geared up to put Level 2
into the marketplace and we have all the standards
and processes which are all tested, but perhaps
most importantly, they are proven. 

“From an international viewpoint, we are seeing
more of our standards being used – so not just
adopted within these shores. Clients from abroad
such as in the Middle East are taking elements
like PAS 1192-2, proving that in terms of global
leadership, the UK is well-placed to capitalise and
exploit our knowledge.

“If you put a lens over the UK in terms of what we have
and what sets us apart, it’s that clients are creating
mandates, which is a big step. We can also discuss
different levels of maturity whereas other countries are
discussing this rather nebulous concept called BIM.”

We still have some way to go though. Philp wants
more case studies and guidance, which doesn’t
necessarily have to come from institutes such as
PAS, but from others who are interested in the idea

of digitisation of the discipline, and who are thinking
more about digitising information management.

PAS 1192-5 Mindful security
This latest standard has now been published
recognising the huge value of data sets and what is
shared. It is being hailed as ‘a crucial component in
Level 2 BIM and its publication marks a key milestone
in the programme. It will enable BIM to be mobilised
and implemented in a security-minded way whilst
still realising the benefits of collaborative and digital
working.’

As organisations embrace collaborative working, not
only through greater openness and transparency,
but also through the sharing and use of detailed
models and large amounts of digital information,
they must also recognise that the increasing use of,
and dependence on, information and communications
technologies does create some vulnerability issues.

According to an article placed in the BIM Taskgroup
Newsletter in July 2015;

David Philp MSc, BSc, FRICS, FCIOB, FICE, FICES, FGBC

| 13BIM
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“Being security-minded is not about inhibiting
collaboration, but instead adopting an appropriate,
proportionate, need-to-know approach to the
sharing and publication of data and information in
order to deter and/or disrupt hostile, malicious,
fraudulent and criminal behaviours and activities. In
so doing in the fields of architecture, construction
and engineering, the industry is better able to
deliver the trustworthiness, safety and security of
digital built assets.”

Philp believes that;

“We have to be more mindful of what we are
protecting in terms of both the physical built asset
and the digital information. If you think of Level 2 as
an onion, PAS 1192-5 sits right on the outer skin. To
come further in, you have to pass through there, so
you have to have that mindful approach to digital
technologies. For me it does two things. It gives you
the screening – making sure you’re doing it right,
but at the same time it’s a companion to help do
this in a mindful manner. It’s all about the decision
making process – the assessment of needs and
taking the proportionate measures.”

Is industry ready to meet the requirements of
Level 2?
BIM was brought to industry attention in the UK
Government Construction Strategy published in
2011. Since then the BIM Task Group has been
developing standards and requirements to enable
BIM adoption. For Philp they have come a huge
way in terms of digitalisation: 

“We are trying to reach 3 million people and help
them start their journey. When you go to conferences
now, people are talking about soft landings, operational
data sets and Cobie etc. How many folk were having
this conversation back in 2011?” he said.

“I really think we have started to nudge industry in
the right direction and I genuinely believe that by the
time we reach March 2016, we will be well-placed in
terms of achieving what we set out to do with the
BIM mandate.”

Philp refers to how Level 2 can be achieved easily:

“A Level 2 project should be set out well by the client,
with the right leadership, with the EIR, and the right
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framework – which is often behavioural. It’s also
important that the supply chain is moved on in
terms of upskilling and their capability is tested.
The requirements are quite simple really when you
break it down as to what you’re asking the supply
chain to do – you’re just asking to share information
in a Common Data Environment and manage
information in a structured process. If you take the
word BIM out of that – it just makes common sense.”

Philp believes that it’s inevitable that the industry (at
all levels) will be digitised. He refers back to when the
‘internet’ was first mentioned, and whether it would
be useful in their business. That was only 15 years ago.
“We are now at the point where almost everyone has
a mobile phone or an iPad type device using it as part
of their day-to-day business. As simple as this sounds,
this means they are working in a digital environment.”

“This is a great opportunity for Scotland
to move into the digitised space and
create new offerings. I’m looking forward
to helping Scotland create a digital future
for the Scottish built environment.” 

The challenges of skills and expertise
A total digitisation of the construction industry at a
simple level (such as just using a mobile phone)
shouldn’t be an issue. However, being able to utilise
BIM at Level 2 and beyond is a challenge. Philp
agrees, and thinks that academia has to address
digitised construction into under-graduate courses.
The current situation in terms of post-graduate
integrated design is doing well, but school leavers
will want to know if there’s a great course that is
innovative – and that includes apprentices too,
understanding that we need to make the construction
sector attractive in terms of a career path.

How important is accreditation?
Proving that you are BIM capable should help to
secure future business, but is it that simple? Philp said:

“We love our badges don’t we?! But I do agree that
we need the creation of an industry data mass that
gives some consistency.

“We have a good pre-qualification process in the UK,
but Level 2 is not just about individual members,
but a coherent supply chain you assemble for that
project. You may have an organisation that has
some certification, but unless you have everyone
working together on a project, it could be somewhat
meaningless.”

What next: The Scottish Futures Trust and
why they need a BIM strategy
The need for a BIM strategy for Scotland was
essentially borne out of the report of the Review of
Scottish Public Sector Procurement in Construction
(published in October 2013). This independent
construction review looked at how public bodies
involved in construction-related procurement can
adopt practices that are streamlined and deliver
value for taxpayers’ money.

The Scottish Government has joined up with the
Scottish Futures Trust (SFT) to deliver the recommend -
ations, one of which is for BIM to be achieved within
the public sector by 2017. The SFT is leading that
initiative and is working on developing a strategy for
a mandate. 

Philp will be joining that initiative as Chair of the BIM
Delivery Group. He said that:

“I’m coming in with the hindsight of all those years
of the good, the bad, and the ugly side of BIM and
looking at the lessons learned. I’ve been able to ask
people such as Malcolm Taylor and Paul Morrell how
they would have done anything different in terms of
policy and processes, etc. 

“The good thing is that a lot of the heavy lifting is
already done. Level 2 as a British standard is in
place, so how do we configure that to make it
suitable for the Scottish public sector procurer?
Essentially, we have to examine the guidance we
produce and implement the lessons learned from
sectors such as oil and gas as they are pretty well-
advanced in terms of how they think about digitised
information management and how they manage
their assets. 
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“…you’re just asking to share information
in a Common Data Environment and
manage information in a structured
process. If you take the word BIM out of
that – it just makes common sense.”

“We want to make sure we address appropriately
the recommendations and start to build a potential
roadmap and implementation strategy for Level 2 BIM
by 2017 on all public sector projects.” He continued. 

Implementing a BIM strategy is expected to deliver
positive results for Scotland including:

Better procurement;•

A more efficient and sustainable built•
environment;

Better places to live;•

More intelligent infrastructure – something that is•
fit for 21st Century Scotland.

Philp wants the strategy to be outcome driven,
examining what is required for 2017, but also
beyond that date. 

“We will be setting up communities of working
groups to help inform what the strategy will look
like. We are already seeing early adopters like NHS
Scotland who are already well on their journey
helping to upskill their procurer base. They’ve been
involved in workshops all round Scotland and they
have all their Level 2 artefacts in place, so we are
seeing advancement already and that is pre-mandate. 

“There’s a mature supply chain in Scotland too.
Many organisations have worked on Level 2 projects
elsewhere and there is a sense of needing to take
the journey further. Of course, the BIM Task Group
and the Digital Built Britain team will help to ensure
the strategy is aligned and to try and harmonise it

with any international thinking and standard as well”
he said.

Working on the mandate will mean breaking areas
down into manageable programmes such as trying
to understand the client perspective and being sure
to test appropriateness from all the recommendations
that were set out within the public sector review. 

Philp continued:

“We have to make sure we have our narrative right,
making sure people know what will be expected by
2017, if not before. This is a great opportunity for
Scotland to move into the digitised space and
create new offerings. I’m looking forward to helping
Scotland create a digital future for the Scottish built
environment. 

His parting comments are one of encouragement
for the construction sector;

“I’m passionate about change. My journey in BIM
keeps changing as to what it means, and if anything,
it has become a metaphor for industry change and
for more innovative working.” ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lisa Carnwell
Editor
Tel: 0843 504 4560
editorial@adjacentgovernment.co.uk
www.planningandbuildingcontroltoday.co.uk
www.twitter.com/PBC_Today
www.twitter.com/LCarnwell
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The Data Conundrum in BIM!

BIM objects of manufactured building
products typically consist of three
things: intelligent geometric represen-

tation of the product; data about the product
(specification, sustainability, etc., details)
presented in a structured format; and refer-
ence information (service manual, spares list,
etc.) held in electronic form, usually as PDFs.

Today many manufacturers are having BIM
objects developed, mainly through paid-for
services from specialist companies. These
geometric objects have data embedded and
structured for COBie purposes. But what hap-
pens when there’s a change in the scope of
this structured data? The simple answer is
that each object will have to be changed. This
is good news for the specialist companies and
rather less good news for the product manu-
facturers as they pay for the changes. So is the
scope of structured data likely to change?

An outcome of the Government’s BIM Level
2 initiative is to provide data in a structured
format, including links to reference informa-
tion, to create COBie input for CAFM (Com-
puter Aided Facilities Management) systems.
This is a very specific requirement with a single
purpose – creating structured data for the
purposes of maintaining the building’s assets.

As using BIM models becomes more 
pervasive it seems certain contractors and
sub-contractors will want more structured
data. The COBie data set doesn’t help a 
contractor match a product to their own
internal systems, or how the product is 
packaged and delivered; or how it should be
handled on-site, or what performance tests
need to be done, etc. Right now much of this
detail does exist in PDFs but as structured
data it would become so much easier to find
and use. A truism of making better data avail-

able is that people find new and innovative
ways to use this which in itself generates the
need for additional or different data. This
can lead to data bloat where a geometric
object is (over)loaded with all its possible
structured data making BIM models hard or
impossible to use. So providing more 
structured data can be a virtuous circle of
delivering better information and especially
if the data is available only when it’s
required. But for the manufacturer this
comes at the recurring cost of paying to
update the data embedded in their BIM
objects or worse still paying for multiple 
geometric objects for the same product but
with different embedded data sets!

At BIMobject we recognised this data conun-
drum: the need for structured data growing
substantially, and in unpredictable ways, but
with the current embed of this data into the
geometric object being both inflexible and
costly to maintain. There had to be a better
way! BIMobject has taken the very pragmatic
approach of separating the geometric object
from the data set by creating BIMobject Open
Property Clouds (BOPCs). Sounds simple but
actually it’s technically quite hard to do. A
BOPC contains a set of data and any one 
geometric object can have multiple BOPCs
associated with it. As an example, BIM Level
2 describes 5 Levels of Information (LOI) with
each level containing a bit more data about
the product than the previous level. So LOI 1
is a minimum set of data used at early design
whereas LOI 5 data is the COBie compliant
data needed at building handover. At early
design the architect/ designer does not need
or want to have the full LOI 5 data set. With
BOPCs it is easy to have 5 data sets each 
corresponding to a Level of Information.
When the designer/ contractor needs a 
specific LOI they simply attach the appropriate

BOPC’s data set to the geometric object. 
And so if a contractor needs additional data
from a product manufacturer this new data
requirement can either be added to an 
existing BOPC or a new BOPC created.

So we’ve cracked the problems of both having
great flexibility in what structured data is
available and also reducing data bloat
because data is only attached when it is
needed. But what about the updating cost
borne by manufacturers? Again BIMobject
has a unique solution. Where data is embed-
ded in objects it is typically file based so
adding one piece of data to 100 geometric
objects means updating 100 files whereas
BOPCs is a database and one change to the
database means this can be applied to any
number of geometric objects. It’s really quick
and simple to either add new data or change
the values of existing data. And better still
there is no direct cost to the manufacturer to
make these data changes. BIMobject provides
the software tools so that manufacturers can
make these changes themselves. In the same
way that manufacturers now control the data
on their products in the real world so BOPCs
provides them with the means to do the
same in the virtual world of BIM.

For more information and to view a movie
on BOPCs, a revolutionary technology from
BIMobject, click here.

Alan Baikie
Managing Director
BIMobject UK
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To enable the people involved in a 
project to gain an easy understanding
of project progress and the planned

sequence of works, 4D simulations are 
well recognised as an excellent medium to
communicate.

The same applies at tender stage, when 
representations prepared by multimedia
teams are often used in Client presentations
to help explain the Contractors plans. 

However, the next level of opportunity, 
connecting the Building Information Model
(BIM) to the programme, an option 
previously constrained by the lack of 
available easy use tools, has now become a
realisable opportunity. 

It is commonly accepted that about 10% of
design and construction time can be saved
by the use of BIM, 4D communication is part
of the step change to realise and improve
upon this opportunity. Wherever and 
whoever you are trying to communicate to,
operatives at site inductions, directors at
project reviews, visitors to site, or for your
own purposes, the power of a visual repre-
sentation, or indeed an interactive time-lined
visual representation is immense. 

Technology to date has not made it quick or
easy for people to repeat the process of 
linking dates with objects in a model and
enabling rapid re-sequencing, this is a critical
downfall as activities are commonly amended
and dates changed frequently during project
delivery. This is caused because currently, a
single model and a single programme are
fused together for this one off exercise. This
fusion is permanent, so when amendments

are required the whole task needs repeating
from scratch, wasting time and resource. 

Traditional 4D tools are too
restricting to make them
practical in the delivery phase 
The traditional way to link the 3D model to
the project programme is to take individual
activities and associate them with modelled
components. Projects naturally range in size
but a good size complex project can easily
yield 10,000+ activities and tens of thousands
of objects in the model. Currently, the task
of association is not for the faint hearted and
will only be possible if your viewing software
can handle the file size of the model in the
first place. Once the model and programme
are hard-wired, pushing another programme
into the same model is generally not possible. 

Accessing the BIM at a 
data level enables new faster
ways of working
In BIM we know a lot about the object; we
know what it is, its size, its location, potentially
its cost and the labour associated with it.
Indeed, in a data centric solution to BIM such
as the Clearbox BIMXtra solution, all the
associated information is held in a central
data environment. This can be accessed
readily by project stakeholders through a
variety of interfaces within the system.

If the model and data association is under-
taken in a data environment the connections,
including those between programme and
object, can be re-created at will. This is espe-
cially important when consultants update
models as the re-association can take place
with minimal effort. The BIMXtra process
relies on its toolsets within the system to 

The Opportunities
from 4D Simulation
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find the right objects to associate with the
activities, as opposed to current solutions
which require the manual adding and updating
of codes in the model, which is a task that
constantly causes frustration to the numerous
people that need to participate to provide
the output. 

“It is commonly accepted that
about 10% of design and con-
struction time can be saved
by the use of BIM, 4D commu-
nication is part of the step
change to realise and improve
upon this opportunity.”

Associate via a data 
platform and we can add 
value to the outcome 
This approach of associating the model and
programme within BIMXtra also allows all
the material resources to be aggregated, by
activity from the components that are auto-
matically associated with the activities in the
programme. This aggregation of the material
resources comes with the flexibility to associate



cost and labour and allows all of these
resources to be pushed back to the pro-
gramme. In effect the association of the
model and programme along with material,
cost and labour resources can be updated
within minutes, not the days or weeks 
currently required. 

“At Clearbox we have a unique
blend of people, mixing people
with many years of project
delivery with software engi-
neers to provide focussed
technology solutions to over-
come project delivery issues.”

The flexibility and speed of this solution
which allows you to derive 4D simulation
allows repeatability. It is this repeatability,

combined with the effective association of an
installation date for every component that
allows the process to be completed quickly
at regular intervals, perhaps even a few
moments before the inevitable monthly
progress meeting! 

Visually compare versions 
of programmes
With 4D simulation via the BIMXtra data 
centric approach taking place outside of the
programme and/or the animated sequence,
we are also able to run visual programme
comparisons i.e. between planned and as built
or comparison of different build solutions. 
This takes place at the same speed as the
single programme association and provides 
valuable simulations and comparisons with
minimal effort. 

Graeme Forbes
Managing Director  
Clearbox
Tel: +44 (0)800 085 9872
sales@clearboxbim.com 
www.clearboxbim.com
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Our ability to associate and repeat, and then
compare and repeat the association of model
and programme in superfast time changes
our ability to be able to use 4D visualisation
on the main construction model and in doing
so enables better communication to all, 
and more accurate association of the work
scope with a most essential aspect of our
project controls. 

At Clearbox we have a unique blend 
of people, mixing people with many years 
of project delivery with software engineers
to provide focussed technology solutions to
overcome project delivery issues.

Our solution to provide 4D simulations is 
targeted to provide ease of use to those
involved in project delivery, not limited to
those with specialist training in CAD 
solutions. It allows you to quickly develop
and subsequently change and visualise build
sequences with the objective of opening up
the benefits to the whole project team,
saving time and money in the development
of the visualisations and the project delivery. 

21
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The Curve: BIM support and advice
Chris Witte, Marketing Director Knauf Insulation, and Vice Chair BIM4M2
provides a step-by-step guide on how BIM4M2 are helping manufacturers
to be fit for purpose on their BIM journey…

As I sit on my train to London typing this, 
I can’t help thinking how straightforward my
journey will be today. Starting from Runcorn

station, train exactly on time. Plenty of room on the
train – I’m not in rush hour. Into Euston, exactly as
expected, and a short walk to my meeting.

If only the journey that we manufacturers need to
take on getting fit for purpose in time for April 2016
BIM compliance was so straightforward! 

Well bearing in mind that this deadline is now less
than 30 weeks away; the provision of structured
product information in a digital format really should
be on the agenda of most UK construction product
manufacturers right now. But is it? In many cases I
suspect not. Even where it is, how do we know whether
it will impact our business significantly, in part or
hardly at all? And then, if we still have the appetite
for action, how do we convince the rest of our 
business to support us? How do we choose between
internal skilling-up and the various consultants keen
to advise us? Advice which is often contradictory and
invariably expensive. It’s not hard to see why many
product manufacturers may take a ‘let’s wait and 
see’ approach.

But what if there was impartial free advice that 
would help us move forward at the right pace for our
business? What if it is asking the right questions and
coming from fellow manufacturers that have been
active in the BIM space recently and who have been
making progress and making mistakes (let’s be
honest!), but learning from them?

Well that’s where BIM for Manufacturers and 
Manufacturing (BIM4M2) comes in. Formed by 
product manufacturers, initially from within the 

Construction Products Association (CPA), but now
independent from it, and linked in to the government
BIM4 communities. BIM4M2 recognises there is a
massive task to educate and coordinate the con-
struction product part of the supply chain. Having
benchmarked manufacturer status in the first 
manufacturer BIM survey late last year, it has just
launched an online guidance called ‘The Curve’ as in
– learning curve, to support manufacturers starting
their BIM journey. It is the consolidated experience
of a number of product manufacturers, and should
enable those starting out on their journey to compress
the time period from first thoughts through to initial
output and measurement. The Curve from BIM4M2
is the HS2 of your BIM commute!

Let me give you a whistle-stop overview of The Curve .

Chris Witte, Marketing Director Knauf Insulation, and Vice
Chair BIM4M2
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The journey starts with a tool that we call Compass.
It asks the product manufacturer a series of ques-
tions on product type, sectors, exports and market
development to provide tailored guidance relevant to
a user’s business. The tool uses the latest data from
Barbour ABI to provide a realistic assessment of the
level of BIM adoption across a range of market sectors
of interest to the manufacturer.

Users will also be given a score, which suggests how

quickly and significantly they will be impacted along
with an indicative potential commercial risk.

For some, the implications will be minimal because
of the nature of their business. For most, the 
commercial implications will be sufficiently significant
to prompt further action.

The example above shows a manufacturer Compass
score. Based on their declared £50m annual turnover,

Mandated in most or all of your 
markets (public and private clients) 
and is already having a significant 
impact on your product types

Estimated Commercial Risk
N.B. this is indicative only to imply potential impact, based on total sales values provided, current 
adoption in current sectors and current mandated standards only. The figure indicates the total sales 
of products that would be likely to be used on projects using BIM collaboratively, and does not include 
for future growth in adoption or growth in market size.

£2,688,889 or 5% of product sales

UK BIM sector uptake data provided by Barbour ABI indicates that currently 12% of projects across all 
sectors use BIM collaboratively. This increases to 32% for projects greater than or equal to £10million.
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Real demand in most or all of your 
markets (public and private clients) 
and very likely to have a significant 
impact on your product types

Likely you will be directly impacted by 
BIM in the short to medium term and 
be required to provide and share 
relevant data44

Prepare for the future, unlikely to 
have a significant direct impact in the 
short term but worth exploring 
opportunities

Keep an eye on things, speak with 
your customers and continue to learn
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it shows that potentially 5% of their sales could be 
at risk from inaction on BIM, based on how they
answered the Compass questions.

After completing Compass you are encouraged to
look at the ‘How Do I Do It’ section, which is a step-
by-step guide to creating a compelling business plan
proposal to secure internal and /or financial resource
to create your BIM content. 

The guidance is quite simple in format; a series of
headings, which if you click on them lead to further
information. 

The Plan section identifies what benefits the 
manufacturer should aim for with their investment in
BIM. It then considers what type of solution might be
appropriate, before challenging the manufacturer to
consider organisation and process impacts. It is here
that we manufacturers have most to gain, but some
of us didn’t realise that this was where the real value
lies in our first attempts at BIM. We created content,
made it available and thought ‘job done’. Without the
organisational commitment and process improvements
we were in effect missing the bigger picture.

The Implement section guides you from the point of
internal approval to move forward with BIM content,
and on to actually implementing your plan. For
example, it suggests the levels of internal training
that some manufacturers are implementing; moving
from basic awareness, through to specifier conversant
and on to maintenance of BIM content. It also 
suggests useful targets that can be set that could 
be relevant to most manufacturers.

The Review section is about guidance on measuring
what you have implemented and most importantly
how to get useful feedback in terms of user experience,
so that you can confidently refine and improve on
your initial implementation plans.

The final section is called Learn More. There is so
much useful information that has been published on
the internet to help us understand the basics from
several stakeholder perspectives. Why would we try
and reinvent the wheel? We have just created a short
library of links under the headings: Mandatory,
Useful and Nice to Know.

We believe that if manufacturers follow The Curve
approach it will provide a short cut in their journey 
to a successful outcome on both developing and
benefitting from BIM content. We would then ask
that they help us improve this resource by sharing
their experience with the BIM4M2 team 
( info@bim4m2.co.uk ) ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Chris Witte
Vice Chair BIM4M2 and Marketing Director 
Knauf Insulation
info@bim4m2.co.uk
www.bim4m2.co.uk
www.twitter.com/bim4m2
www.linkedin.com/company/bim4m2

The information is presented as a 3 stage process:

PLAN IMPLEMENT REVIEW
How to investigate and decide 

if BIM is for you
What steps are required Assessing how well you’ve done
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BIM and the necessity to participate
Raj Chawla, Vice Chair at BIM4SME analyses the challenges, issues, and
benefits that the SME community face in the BIM process, arguing that to
participate is necessary to gain efficiency… 

What is Building Information Modelling 
(BIM)? It is a revolution that is occurring in
construction and the built environment.

BIM is a process that allows the structuring of digital
information for use in design, construction and 
management of facilities and assets and is a 
progressive way of working. Unlike other industries,
this sector is very slow in the uptake of technology
and has been extremely inefficient.

The government’s construction strategy has mandated
the use of this process for its projects from 2016. At
the heart of the strategy is cost savings and efficiencies.
99% of the industry is made up of small to medium
enterprise – SMEs – and it this group that will be
instrumental in making this strategy a success.

So does the SME community need to engage with
BIM? The answer is very obvious to some, but the
SMEs wishing to engage are asking a very basic 
question. Is BIM for me? This stems from the various
definitions or interpretations of the mandate. Is BIM
to be used on “all central Government construction
procurement”, or “all public funded projects greater
than £1M”, or “the adoption of BIM technology by
both public and private sector involved in the 
procurement and delivery of buildings and infra-
structure”. These are just some of the many other
citations that are offered. It is all about clarity and
tidying up mixed messages.

This confusion “deters participation and more 
significantly, the necessity to participate”. This 
uncertainty has been voiced right across the supply
chain. It is even prevalent in local government and
within quangos, but it will eventually need to embed.

BIM as Digitising the Built Environment
The acronym BIM is also a culprit here. The acronym
was contrived by software vendors and sends the
message that BIM is some kind of software. To shed
this acronym and adopt a strategy of “Digitising the
Built Environment” makes the uptake agnostic. It is a
delight to see that the next evolution in this journey
is referenced as “Digital Built Britain”.

While a lot of us know that BIM it is about migrating
structured information and data seamlessly, it is not
that obvious to the masses. Once you drive this
home, the idea becomes more receptive. How this
information is migrated is academic. 

The software vendors are providing crucibles for the
migration of this information – some do it well and
some not so well. If one puts their mind to it, the
information can be migrated using a spreadsheet.
The industry is bombarded by software vendors and
it is causing serious affixation to a point that it “deters
participation and more significantly, the necessity to
participate”. There is still a huge impression that 
software is BIM. For the avoidance of doubt, software
are tools to support the implementation of BIM.

When described not as BIM, but a technological
advancement in digitising their business processes,
the reception is very different. With the analogy; 
the BIM process is like quality management; it is
embedded in a business as a back office activity 
and is considered daily in the work place. 

The SME community has a wide berth and 
encompasses lawyers, financial institutions, 
consultants, professionals, contractors, a huge
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supply chain, operators, and not forgetting clients.
These are the masses and the masses are very 
significant in ensuring that Digitising the Built 
Environment is a success.

To distil – in the first instance clarity must ensue in
the definition of the mandate. Secondly, the staged
delivery of information for use in “Construction” must
be structured as prescribed in the various process
documents and standards – the focus being the 
ability to migrate this information once, accurately,
and error free into a database. If you can do this, you
are starting to practice BIM.

Embedding efficiencies
Now for a little bit of business school regurgitation –
usually for a business to consider efficiency there is
an underlying threat. Until the threat is prevalent, effi-
ciency measures do not kick in. There is a lot of hype
about cost and efficiency savings with BIM. These
benefits are usually further up in the food chain and
not ordinarily at SME level. What isn’t explained is the

savings and benefits due to lean working. There is a
philosophy of Kaizen which has been around for
years and is the practice of continuous improvement.
If you are doing a task that takes 10 minutes and now
you can do it 1 minute, you are saving 9 minutes. As
they say, time is money. Embedding efficiencies in a
business is also cost saving and appears as profit in
the balance sheet if done right.

When talking to SMEs, I tend to use a simple analogy
of the hammer. At present the industry is using a
hammer, whereas all that is being asked is to use a
nail gun. It does the same job, but with enhanced
speed with more accuracy and consistency. Now you
have to make the investment in the nail gun and the
air cartridges. For BIM, this is an investment in time,
resources and educating oneself to continue to better
oneself. Kai (change) zen (good). Change for good.

The connection and understanding between the
prophecy of BIM and lean and efficient working is still
leagues apart in the construction industry. Some do
it very well, and some not at all. The industry is very
fragmented and works at different speeds.

Trying to convince businesses, especially in the 
construction industry, is not easy. There is too much
jargon, mixed messages and distracting pollutants
and it “deters participation and more significantly,
the necessity to participate”.

Each business needs to test itself to see what level 
of investment is required. The majority of the SME
businesses I have visited recently already have 
most of the essential components in house. A little
bit of restructuring of their business processes and
appending the BIM process is usually all that is
required. It is a business strategy with the mantra,
“do it once, do it right”.

Wider appeal
The BIM seminars and conferences are becoming
like old school reunions, and incidentally, also
becoming very incestuous. There is a desperate
need to have a wider appeal. But how to get the
wider appeal?

Raj Chawla, Vice Chair at BIM4SME
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To digress a little. Neurosciences is a very specific
subject and once again the academics and laureates
in this field eventually stalled. This what not due to
them not being knowledgeable in their field, it was
because their conferences did not have a wider 
audience. The field needed an accelerant to catalyse
the advancement. It hosted a conference – Mathe-
maticians can’t count & IT is for children. It had an
audience of some 900, where a usual turnout was
100. The neuroscientist described their problem and
within a relatively short period found that their field
had accelerated beyond their imagination. This was
with help from outside their science.

Digitising the Built Environment, Digital Built Britain
and not BIM should be the opening line. The 
conferences should be advertised and published in
the national press. In addition to the Architects, 
Engineers, Contractors and facility managers it should
be able to capture the interest of financiers, lawyers, 
IT professionals, ontologists, telecom and telemetry
specialists, instrumentation specialists, mathematicians,
systems and solution architects etc. all becoming
stakeholders in Digitising the Built Environment.

It may be acknowledged that there is a need, but 
the masters of the conferences need to change the
direction and become agnostic.

Collaboration and risk
There is a misnomer that collaboration is a deterrent
to BIM as it exposes how people work. Projects, no
matter how large or how small do not get delivered
without collaboration. There are joint ventures,
alliances and coalitions being formed to deliver 
projects on a daily basis. If this is not collaboration,
then I don’t know what is.

If we trickle down to the SME level, this is not so
apparent. There exists a tension, in particular in 
the construction and maintenance arenas, that 
collaboration is singular and is expected from smaller
towards the larger, and there are many cases where
this is true. The reason this occurs is the simple 
misunderstanding of risk. It is this misunderstanding
that “deters participation and more significantly, the
necessity to participate”.

Collaboration is a sociological and human trait and it
is not necessarily enforced by applying processes or
legal structures. The basic idea of collaboration is to
mitigate risk, but the idea of migrating risk is very
endemic in the construction industry. The legal
structures in the construction industry haven’t
attained maturity in how to handle risk and has
caused this short fall in the understanding of how 
to mitigate, and not migrate risk.

What BIM brings to the party is a high degree of 
visibility, more resilient information and the ability 
to test and mitigate risk without migrating it. The
measure of collaboration is the ability to mitigate risk
between the stakeholders and where the stakehold-
ers are able to do this, collaboration ensues.

Delivering the message 
There is huge effort being deployed by the BIM4
communities in rolling out the message. Like
BIM4SME, this is voluntary and is being relentlessly
championed by groups of people who see the 
benefits of the process and are transferring
knowhow – ensuring others catch-up quickly.

There is a huge change in the design fraternities 
and the adoption of tools to facilitate BIM. That said
there needs to be a lot more done at client level to
ensure that the requirements and the compliance
burdens are stable for any future BIM project. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Raj Chawla
Vice Chair at BIM4SME and Projects Director 
at Nunelah Design Consultants
Tel: +44 (0)20 8422 9919
raj.chawla@nunelah.com
www.bim4sme.org
www.twitter.com/BIM4SME
www.twitter.com/666raj



Collaboration solutions for building and infrastructure
Information. Communication. Process. Simple.

CDM
(Construction     Design     Management)

• Design Change Management - helps projects teams to 
control design change management, making it much easier 
to manage distribution, review, query and instruction 
processes 

 

• Package Management – allows project teams to easily 
create and manage work package structures to reflect the 
dynamic nature of individual projects or work streams.  
Packages can be easily created, updated and distributed

• Information Required & Design Deliverables Schedules 
– create schedules that identify when key project 
documentation or milestones must be completed.  Track 
planned, forecast and actual dates of information delivery so 
that problems can be identified in advance

• O&M Manual – simple to capture, search and publish 
information for Operation & Maintenance (O&M) manuals

• Health & Safety File - makes it easy to assemble, distribute 
and maintain key information and documentation required 
for the health and safety file 

• Archiving – removes the challenge of having to maintain 
access to key information at the end of a project for liability 
or contractual requirements. Online or offline archive 
solutions are available

Everyone involved in the construction 
industry have their part to play in 
looking after safety, wellbeing and 
improving the industry’s health and 
safety record.
 

The Construction Design Management 
Regulations (CDM) are designed to help:

• monitor & improve health and safety. 
• management of resource and risk 

without unnecessary bureaucracy. 
• focus on effective planning and 

management throughout the entire 
project lifecycle.

Ensuring that working conditions are 
appropriately safe before work begins, 
and the proposed work is not going to 
put others at risk requires planning and 
organisation.

4Projects offer a range of solutions to 
make it easier for project team members 
to work within CDM requirements.

Features

Documents can be effortlessly distributed and the relevant project team 
members notified. 

4Projects makes it simple to gather the information required to compile Health 
& Safety and O&M files.
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• Software as a Service (SaaS)

• Deploy in hours not days

• No IT infrastructure investment 
required

• Low cost

• Continual investment in product 
development

• Unlimited technical support

• Over 12 years experience on a global 
project portfolio of over $10 billion

• ISO27001 compliant

• Voted best collaboration solution 
2011 and 2012 (Construction 
Computing Awards)

4Projects Collaborative Toolkit

Collaborative solutions for every stage of the project/programme lifecycle

Pre   Construction Construction own/ operate
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www.4projects.com      info@4projects.com

4Projects

For a free consultation 
on how 4Projects can 
help, contact us today:

0845 330 9007

Fully customisable folder structures can be created to help users locate the relevant 
information quickly & easily.

Produce your own bespoke e-forms to help with design change management such 
as programme & cost implications.
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The water sector’s journey to BIM
Jon de Souza, Business Improvement Manager, Galliford Try and Chair,
BIM4Water details the challenges of incorporating BIM in the water sector
and how BIM4Water are addressing the issues…
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Over the last few years there has been an
increasing push for Building Information
Modelling across the built environment

sector. This momentum has been driven by a selec-
tion of government and industry reports, culminating
in the introduction of the mandate to achieve Level 2
BIM for all central government construction projects
from 2016. 

This introduction of BIM for central government is
part of a strategy to achieve improved outputs and
outcomes from construction procurement. Indeed,
July 2013’s ‘Construction 2025’ document set targets
including:

33% reduction in both capital and whole life costs;•

50% reduction in the time taken to deliver or •
refurbish assets from inception to completion;

50% reduction in carbon emissions from the •
government estate.

Evidence from other sectors has demonstrated that
the use of BIM can support, amongst other things,
better time and cost predictability in capital delivery
through visualisation and clash detection, better
exploitation of opportunities for off-site manufacture
and standardisation, improved resource efficiency in
construction and operation, facilitation for collabora-
tive working and, crucially, better asset data to
enable optimum decision making.

The UK water companies are faced with challenging
efficiency targets throughout AMP6 (Asset Manage-
ment Programme 6) and as such, are seeking ways to
drive performance improvement through both their
capital delivery and asset management processes.

Therefore, interest in BIM in the water sector is 
gradually increasing. As Chair of BIM4Water, I am
delighted that we have involvement from all of the
UK’s Water and Sewerage companies and a number
of the water only clients.

However, despite the interest shown, the government
mandate does not apply to the water sector, and as
such, there has not been a burning platform to force
the water companies to adopt the BIM process.
Therefore, although there is some recognition that
BIM has supported improvement in other sectors,
there are still a number of barriers to BIM adoption
in water.

At present, the level of knowledge regarding BIM
across the water sector is very mixed. There is still a
perception that BIM is only for buildings, and some
of those I speak to consider BIM to be a technology
solution rather than a process, with a small number
of people thinking it’s possible to “buy a BIM”.
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There is still uncertainty around some aspects of
BIM. A number of water companies have invested
heavily in their asset management systems in the
last few years. At present there is still work to do to
ensure that the digital data from a BIM process can
be seamlessly incorporated into these systems.

“…interest in BIM in the water sector is
gradually increasing. As Chair of
BIM4Water, I am delighted that we have
involvement from all of the UK’s Water
and Sewerage companies and a number
of the water only clients.”

There is also a recognition across the sector that BIM
adoption across the sector needs to be coordinated.
There is a real risk that there could be significant
inefficiency if different organisations, be they clients,
contractors, consultants or companies in the supply
chain, adopt different BIM standards.

Finally, at present there is insufficient evidence of the
value from BIM use in the water sector to make a
compelling business case for many senior decision
makers. It is recognised that a better evidence base
is required.

BIM4Water is a cross-industry group open to all
organisations involved in the management and 
delivery of water and wastewater assets, operating
as a partner to the UK Government BIM Task Group.
The group’s make up is reflective of the sector,
involving clients, contractors, consultants, suppliers,
sub-contractors and other bodies. Our mission is to
support organisations in the water sector with the
adoption of Building Information Modelling. At 
present we have over 100 organisational members.

In order to address a number of the barriers 
mentioned above we have formed four task groups:

Case studies and evidence;•

Influence senior leaders in client organisations •
including producing a business case;

Creating and signposting guidance and •
communications;

Standard libraries.•

We have recently launched a Demonstration 
Programme where we track live projects utilising
BIM. Through this approach we hope to generate
sufficient evidence to demonstrate the value of BIM.
We would encourage any organisations in the water
sector with BIM projects to contact us to support the
development of the sector. 

We recognise that BIM is a significant enabler of 
collaborative working. This collaborative approach is
at the centre of our ethos – we recognise that in
moving together as a sector we can generate 
significant value for all.

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a digital 
representation of the physical and functional charac-
teristics of an asset; creating a shared knowledge
resource for information about it and forming a 
reliable basis for decisions during its life cycle, from
earliest conception through design, construction and
operation to demolition. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jon de Souza
Business Improvement Manager, 
Galliford Try and Chair, BIM4Water
Tel: 01895 855 000
jon.desouza@gallifordtry.co.uk
www.bimtaskgroup.org/bim4water
www.twitter.com/JonBIM4Water



CDM for maintenance work
and self-build projects
An Association for Project Safety spokesperson defines how the CDM2015
Regulations apply in both maintenance work and self-build projects…
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The HSE recently passed us some CDM2015
questions and answers that they are using to
ensure their inspectors are giving out the right

messages when asked about interpretations on the
new regulations. It was so comforting to read that all
of those interpretations were identical to the advice
APS have been giving out to their members and the
public generally through their CDM Public Helpline
service. With so much talk in the industry of the finer
points of what the CDM2015 Regulations say and do
not say, it is really important to be able to rely on a
consistent and accurate message and know that if
you don’t know the answer, then you know where to
go to get it.

All of the HSE Q&A topics are relevant to the typical
questions being asked within the industry but two of
them are covered here.

Maintenance work 
The definition of maintenance work has not changed
from CDM2007. If the task in hand looks like con-
struction work, requires construction skills and uses
construction materials, it is construction work. 
General maintenance of fixed plant which mainly
involves mechanical adjustments, replacing parts or
lubrication is unlikely to be construction work. If the
maintenance work is construction work, and there is
only one contractor, no Principal Contractor (PC) or
Principal Designer (PD) appointment is required. If
more contractors are brought in, then a PC and PD
need to be appointed for that particular project.

A term appointment for maintenance work by con-
tract does not in itself trigger notification. CDM2015
requires ‘projects’ to be notified. If the term contract
includes work which is deemed to be a single project,
and the project lasts more than 30 days, and at any

time during that period there are more than 20 work-
ers on site at one time, or lasts 500 person days, then
the project becomes notifiable by the client. Separate
maintenance tasks carried out at separate locations, on
separate buildings, do not automatically accumulate
to form a single project. Note that notification is now a
stand-alone duty; it does not trigger any other duties.

Whether the project is notifiable or not, as above, a
PC is required for those projects where more than
one contractor is, or is likely to be, involved. In these
cases a PD should also be appointed, but a contractor
(probably the PC) may well have the necessary skills,
knowledge and experience to act as PD in those cases
where the design work, or pre-construction planning
is straightforward.

A PC on smaller jobs needs to have a coordinating,
planning, and managing role. The emphasis we
expect is on management, not on direct supervision.
It is the contractors’ duty to provide direct supervision.

A term-contractor may act as PC, if they have the
skills, knowledge and experience, or the role can be
given to a suitably qualified contractor who is brought
in. This decision is in the gift of the client, who needs
to take into account the risks of the work involved
and the capabilities of his or her term contractor.

Self-Build Projects 
There are a number of potential Self Build scenarios
under CDM 2015. In all these scenarios the self builder
is a ‘domestic client’ if the structure they are building
will be a residential home they will live in, and is not
constructed in furtherance of a business. If the self
builder is carrying out the work for a business purpose,
or to sell the property directly, then the self builder is not
a domestic client and the whole of CDM 2015 applies. 
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Some Self-Build scenarios:

The self-builder does it all himself, employs no 
contractors, and uses the structure constructed as a
home to live in afterwards. This will be a DIY project
because no one involved is ‘at work’ in the meaning
of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. 

The self-builder appoints an architect or designer as
Designer or Principal Designer, (Principal Designer
where there is likely to be more than one contractor
engaged on the project) and appoints that person or
business to take on the client duties on behalf of the
self builder. In this instance the Principal Designer
may also be appointed as Principal Contractor, for
the purpose of coordinating the construction phase,
if that person or business has the skills, knowledge
and experience to do the job. It is likely that many
traditional architects will have the necessary project
management skills and experience to carry out this
role. In this case the self builder has no legal duties
beyond the appointment of Principal Designer and
Principal Contractor, although if they are not
appointed, then the roles of the Principal Designer
and Principal Contractor fall on the first Designer
and Contractor (if more than one contractor is on
site at any one time). 

The self-builder employs a contractor to carry out
construction work, and then appoints that contractor
as PC for the duration of the project, because there

is, or is likely to be, more than one contractor involved
in the project. The emphasis will be on the coordina-
tion and management of the construction phase. In
this case the self builder again has no legal duties
beyond the initial appointments of PD and PC. Note
that Regulations (Regulation 7(2)) allows for the
fact that the domestic Client may fail to make these
appointments.

The self-builder acts as their own project manager,
employing individual trades at different times. In this
instance the self builder steps out of the DIY arena,
because they are taking control of construction work.

Where a self-builder controls the way in which 
construction work is carried out, by a person at work,
they must comply with all the matters outlined in
Part 4 of CDM 2015. This requirement is set out in
Regulation 16 of CDM 2015, (which effectively replaces
Reg 26 in CDM 2007). This is not a new requirement. 

In this scenario the self-builder will in effect become
a contractor. In this case HSE will expect self-builders
to demonstrate sufficient health and safety capability
to meet the requirements of Part 4 of CDM 2015.
Individual contractors will be expected to be able to
advise the self-builder on any specialist matters
within their own work activities. HSE’s expectation of
a self-builder in this position will be one of coordina-
tion and management, not of direct supervision of
contractors on site. The self-builder is entitled to
expect contractors to plan, manage and monitor
their own work in compliance with CDM 2015. ■

Further information can be found at: 
The Self-Build Portal or via the APS website at
www.aps.org.uk/cdm2015.html

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The Association for Project Safety
Tel: 0131 442 6600
info@aps.org.uk
www.aps.org.uk
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Recently published independent research 
from the Centre for Economics and Business
Research (Cebr), shows the economic benefits

of standards to the UK and to individual UK businesses.
The findings are an update to a Department for Trade
and Industry (DTI) 2005 study. Whilst many sectors
have shown that standards offer valuable guidance,
we take a deeper look at the construction sector.

Overview of the sector
Construction activity made up 8.1% of UK gross
value added in 2013, making it the fourth largest
industry in the economy after retail, manufacturing
and professional services. The contracting sub-sector
is composed of a large number of micro and small
companies. Usage of standards tends to be much
lower amongst these companies although their use
is increasing, driven by the quality requirements of
the major contractors1. 

How are standards used in the 
construction industry?
Health & safety – The construction sector has
some of the highest usage of health & safety 
standards amongst the sectors surveyed in the BSI
Standards in Industry survey, with adoption levels at
84% for SMEs (up to 249 employees) and 88% for
large companies (250+ employees).

Quality management – QMS standards such as
ISO 9001 are used throughout the construction
industry. The highest concentration is amongst 
construction product manufacturing companies,
where enhancing productivity, proactively reducing
waste and improving production processes help
boost revenue and reduce cost. QMS standards also
offer companies substantial benefits in terms of cost
reductions through improved management systems
and improved processes. In the contracting sub-sector,

Cebr Report: Construction focus
Anthony Burd Head of Sector – Construction and Daniel Mansfield
Head of Policy Engagement at BSI discuss Cebr’s research into the
economic contribution of standards to the UK economy…
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QMS standard certification is increasingly becoming
a pre-requisite for tendering, with customers requiring
companies to demonstrate their commitment to 
quality management. Large contractors are also work-
ing in partnership with sub-contractors to help trans-
fer their knowledge and experience of implementing
standards. For example, at project sites operated by
Costain (one of the UK’s largest contractors), 85% of
staff working at project sites are subcontractors.

Regulatory compliance – The construction industry
is unique amongst the sectors, in the sense that it is
the only sector where standards are mandatory on
nearly all construction products sold in the EU. 
Manufacturers must utilize a harmonized European
standard where one exists and all products must
carry a CE marking2. This is a major departure from
the previous EU construction products directive,
where use of standards was voluntary. The sector

also has the highest number of sector specific 
standards in the BSI catalogue, most of which are
technical specifications and codes of practice,
making it one of the most standard-intensive of all
sectors in the economy. 

Building information modelling – Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) offers a new approach
to designing, creating and maintaining built assets.
The system brings together both non-graphical 
product and asset data and a graphical 3-dimensional
computer model that can be used for effective 
management of information throughout a project
lifecycle. The guidance on the implementation of
Level 2 BIM is set out in the British Standard/Publically
Available Specification 1192 series of standards. Cost
savings in excess of 20% from the use of Part 2 of
the standard have been realised in the design and
construction phase, through greater predictability,

Table: Typical standards used in the construction sector 

Sector Standards

Construction contracting ISO 9001 Quality management;•
ISO 14001 Environmental management;•
BS OHSAS 18001 Occupational health and safety•
management;
Systems;•
Building Information Modelling standards such as•
PAS 1192-2 Specification for information manage-
ment for the capital/delivery phase of construction
projects using building information modelling.

Construction products ISO 9001 Quality management;•
ISO 14001 Environmental management;•
BS OHSAS 18001 Occupational health and safety•
management systems;
Thousands of construction products standards•
such as BS 1090 Execution of steel structures and
aluminium structures.

Construction services ISO 9001 Quality management;•
Building Information Modelling standards;•
Civil engineering standards such as BS 5489 Code•
of practice for the design of road lighting, and BS
752 Drain and sewer systems outside buildings.
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faster project delivery, reduced safety risk and reduced
financial risk. Substantial savings are also expected in
the post-construction maintenance phase, when the
BIM model is handed over to the asset manager. Each
component is tagged and the manager is informed by
the system when maintenance and replacement
needs to take place.

Benefits in the supply chain
The evidence from the BIS Standards in Industry
survey shows that while turnover impact of standards
in the construction manufacturing and services 
sub-sectors is low relative to other sectors, the
impact on trade is considerable, amounting to 5.2%
of exports or £150m on an annual basis. Harmonized
European construction product standards have made
it easier for companies to access other European
markets which is likely to have contributed to these
reported impacts on exports. 

An important area where standards have benefited
companies is in the relationship between companies
in the supply chain. More than half (52%) of companies
surveyed reported that standards have improved 
the client-supplier relationship and 48% report stan-
dards improve communication between companies.
Although the reported monetary benefits are low 
(in terms of turnover), the proportion of companies
agreed that standards delivered a net benefit (49%
of total) is far higher than those that disagreed (22%
of total). Non-monetary benefits of standards in the
construction manufacturing and services sub-sectors
include allowing greater control over environmental
problems (75% of respondents) and contributing to
the optimization of compliance with regulations 
(85% of respondents). ■

1 Due to the relatively low level of standard usage in the construction

contracting sub-sector (with the exception of larger contractors)

and for sampling reasons, this sub-sector was excluded from the

BSI Standards in Industry 2015 survey.

2 The CE marking indicates that a product is consistent with its 

Declaration of Performance as made by the manufacturer. By 

making a Declaration of Performance, the manufacturer, importer

or distributor is assuming legal responsibility for the conformity of

the construction product with its declared performance.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Anthony Burd 
Head of Sector – Construction 

Daniel Mansfield 
Head of Policy Engagement 

BSI
Tel: +44 (0)845 086 9001
www.bsigroup.com
www.twitter.com/BSI_press



Functional Durability – the underlying 
requirement and guidance in BS 7543:2015

Stephanie Kosandiak, Lead Programme Manager at BSI and Kathryn
Bourke, Technical Author of building components durability standard,
BS 7543 discuss its fit with service life planning standards…
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Current government policy aims to reduce
carbon emissions by 2050 by 80% (from the
1990 baseline). One way to achieve this is by

exploring the durability of buildings and their
component parts. The revision of BS 7543:2003
Guide to durability of buildings and building
elements, products and components, here, provides
users with a set of default values for service life data,
enhancing the robustness of data utilised within
models that predict the life cycle cost, and the life
cycle carbon of building components and materials.  

The revision takes into account the emerging
CEN/TC/350 European suite of standards for the
sustainability of construction works which set out
frameworks and calculation methodologies. The
environmental and economic aspects of sustainability
rely on service life data, and whilst there is strong
international standard guidance on the framework
of service life planning (ISO 15686), data to carry
out life cycle cost and life cycle embodied carbon
calculations is lacking in the standards arena. 

How does this then fit in with Building Regulation 7
and its associated Approved Document? These are
short and simple, and require that:

Building work shall be carried out—

With adequate and proper materials which:

(i) are appropriate for the circumstances in which
they are used

(ii) are adequately mixed or prepared, and

(iii) are used or fixed so as adequately to perform
the functions for which they are designed: and

(b) in a workmanlike manner.

Although the Approved Document was amended for
the 2013 edition, primarily to reflect the publication
of the Construction Products Regulation and
evidence of performance in CE marking, the basic
requirement has largely remained unchanged since
1985 at least, when it was referenced in Approved
Document F alongside ventilation and condensation
guidance, both of which have expanded massively
since then.

So, where do designers go for the basic approach to
meeting the requirement for adequate and proper
materials which are fit for the purpose? Oddly
enough, the British Standards guidance has gone
through an even longer evolution. 

Back in 1950, BSI published CP 3 Part IX – the Code
of Functional Requirements of Buildings – this
chapter covered the issue of durability in just a
couple of pages, with more extensive appendices.
The overarching requirement was to take into
account:

Locality•

Conditions•

Workmanship and •

Maintenance.•
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It provided for buildings with a design life ranging
from 10 to 100 years. It recognized that elements or
parts did not need to last as long as the building
design life – particularly if they were accessible for
maintenance and replacement. 

CP3 Part IX stayed valid all the way to 1992, when it
was superseded by BS 7543 – the Guide to Durability
of Buildings and Building Elements, Products and
Components.  

At that point it was anticipated that international
standards being prepared (ISO 15686 series) on
service life planning, would supersede the standard,
but the BS provided extensive UK specific guidance
which wasn’t in fact covered internationally, so in
2003 it was significantly reduced in scope, taking
account of BS ISO 15686-1 (2000) the General
Principles part on service life planning. The ISO
15686 series of guidance has now reached 11 parts
– covering aspects from life cycle costing (Part 5) to
testing (Part 2) and Reference Service Life (Part 8).
Nevertheless, the UK committee responsible for BS
7543 felt there was ongoing demand for the British
Standard. BSI agreed, and in early 2014 drafting
commenced.

From the outset, BSI recognised the growing
demand for prediction of service life data in respect
of both life cycle costing and embodied carbon
calculations (e.g. for the Green Deal), and the need
to reflect  climate change and built environment
adaptation for more extreme weather conditions.
A drafting panel was convened, comprising
representatives from key professional institutions
such as RICS and RIBA as well as NHBC and BBA, and
experienced specialists from a range of disciplines
including insurance and construction. Drafting work
was undertaken for the panel by Kathryn Bourke of
Whole Life Ltd and Mike Clift formerly of BRE.

Some of the key changes made in the guidance
included the introduction of an approach to risk
assessment of durability and service life including
use of failure mode effect and criticality techniques
(clause 6), data on climate updated to reflect current
understanding (Annex A) and detailed guidance on
standards and good practice guidance for a wide
range of materials (Annexes B and E). The Annex
covering known durability aspects has been updated
to reflect current experience. 

BS 7543 now fully complements international
standards in the BS ISO 15686 series and clarifies
the different terms in use – from design life to
predicted and reference service life. It also reflects
recent CEN standards on integrated assessment of
sustainability (BS EN 15643 series). It also complements
more recent UK guidance on life cycle costing of
maintenance in BS 8544:2014. It aims to ensure that
data on service life planning for Building Information
Modelling is robust.

Perhaps the easiest way to summarise the guidance
included is to consider the worked example included
in Annex D – a design life data sheet showing an
assessment of service life of the various systems
which comprise a façade. The purpose of this sheet
would be to allow the designer to communicate
expectations and associated maintenance requirements
to the client from the earliest stages of design.
Systems are categorized as lifelong, maintainable or
replaceable. The reference service life of each is
recorded, together with the consequences of failure.
These range from danger to life or injury (category A),
through costly repairs (category D) or interruption
to use (category F). 

Following this process allows both designer and
client (and other interested parties such as the
contractor and insurers) to ensure that the required
functionality of the building has been met. As such
the guidance neatly reflects the basic requirements
of Regulation 7 and its Approved Document. ■

The updated BS 7543 Guide to durability of
buildings and building elements, products and
components was published in 2015. Available here. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Stephanie Kosandiak
Lead Programme Manager for Construction

Kathryn Bourke
Technical Author

BSI (British Standards Institution)
Tel: +44 (0) 845 086 9001
cservices@bsigroup.com
www.bsigroup.co.uk
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As a leading specialist in the provision of advanced
solutions for thermal energy structural insulation,
Schöck demands extremely high product perform-
ance standards. The company always ensures that
all solutions exceed the necessary building regula-
tions and that any performance claims are verifi-
able. To guarantee the accuracy of its current
performance values, Schöck has submitted three
of its main connectivity solutions for independent
evaluation by the Oxford Institute for Sustainable
Development (OISD), at Oxford Brookes University.
One of the UK’s largest research institutes dedi-
cated to sustainable development research in the
built and natural environments.

To identify areas where there is a risk of conden-
sation and therefore mould growth in different
design situations, a ‘surface temperature factor’
(fRsi) can be used. It allows surveys under any thermal
conditions and compares the temperature drop
across the building fabric, with the total tempera-
ture drop between the inside and outside air. The
ratio is described in BRE IP1/06; a document cited
in Building Regulations Approved Documents Part
L1 and L2 and Section 6 in Scotland. Using the 
formula, the recommended (fRsi) value for offices
and retail premises is equal to or greater than 0.5;
and to ensure higher standards of comfort for
occupants in residential buildings, equal to or
greater than 0.75. 

Three connectivity types were submitted for eval-
uation. Namely, concrete balcony connections
(type K), steel balcony connections (type KS14) and
steel beam connections (type KST). All three were
tested using different construction methods. The
purpose of the investigation being to determine
the resultant heat loss, minimum surface temper-
ature and therefore temperature factor (fRsi) to
comply with UK Building Regulations Part L.

With the type K thermal break element, two situa-
tions were modelled. The first represents was a
wall construction with balcony slab formed by 

Schöck performance values 
independently verified by the OISD

projecting concrete floor slab through wall with
balcony door. The second is the same wall con-
struction, but with a Schöck type K50 isolating the
balcony slab from the floor slab with balcony door. 

The results obtained show a temperature factor of
0.725 for the connection without Isokorb and
0.912 for the connection with Isokorb. As in the
UK, the temperature factor (fRsi) must be greater
than or equal to 0.75 for residential buildings, the
type K50 exceeds these values and meets the
requirements of Building Regulations Approved
Documents L1 and L2. The result for the model
with no connector was a failure in this application.

The type KS14 modelled four situations. (1) Direct
connection of balcony support bracket to concrete
floor slab; (2) a 10mm ‘thermal pad’ using welded
endplate on balcony support bracket; (3) a 20mm
‘thermal pad’ using welded endplate on balcony
support bracket and (4) a KS14 unit connecting 
balcony support bracket to concrete slab. 

Results: Without
Isokorb

With
Isokorb K50

Temperature factor
(based on wall surface)

0.725 0.912

Results:

Description Min surface
temp ºC

Temperature
factor fRSi

No balcony connection 0.949

Model 1
Direct connection

13.62 0.681

Model 2
Pad connection 10mm

14.26 0.713

Model 3
Pad connection 20mm

14.11 0.706

Model 4
KS14 H200

18.07 0.904
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It is evident that the performance of the Isokorb
KS14 is the only solution, with fRsi = 0.904, to exceed
these values by some margin and will therefore
meet the requirements of Building Regulations
Approved Documents L1 and L2. Further, the
results demonstrate that where no unit is used (fRsi
= 0.681) and also with the 10mm and 20mm pad
connections (fRsi = 0.713 and 0.706 respectively) –
all three would fail against the criteria required for
residential buildings. 

The third product to be studied was the KST
module. A steel I-beam is assumed to pass
through an 80mm layer of insulation, which could

(All of the images show display Fig numbers as they appear in the published OISD report).

Fig 8. Direct connection (Case 1). This detail DOES NOT con-
form with UK Building Regulations Part L requirements for
minimum temperature factor in dwellings (fRSi = 0.75) Fig 2. Schöck KS14 unit used with masonry wall and 

concrete slab

Fig 11. KS14 H200 connection (Case 4) where this detail
DOES CONFORM with UK Building Regulations Part L
requirements for minimum temperature factor in
dwellings (fRSi = 0.75) 

Fig 3. The KS14 unit SOLIDO model (surrounding construction
omitted for clarity)

Fig 10. 20mm pad connection (Case 3). This detail DOES NOT
conform with UK Building Regulations Part L requirements
for minimum temperature factor in dwellings (fRSi = 0.75)  
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represent a roof beam running through the building
envelope to support an exterior canopy or overhang.
Here three types of situation were studied. First an
HEA200 I-beam separated by thermal isolator unit
Isokorb KST16 and a HEA240 I-beam separated by
thermal break unit Isokorb KST22. Second, a single
HEA200 I-beam and a single HEA240 I-beam passing
straight through the insulation layer. Third, an
HEA240 I-beam divided by a PTFE ‘thermal pad’.

The Isokorb KST16 and KST22 units, with fRsi = 0.82
and 0.81, are the only solutions to exceed the required
values, whereas the results for the continuous
beams and beams separated by PTFE pads are
marginal/failures for commercial buildings and are
definitely failures for residential buildings.  

The independent test results from OISD therefore
all verify the product performance standards
claimed by Schöck, with the various Isokorb solutions
exceeding the necessary building regulations.  

Technical Support Data
For the type K Isokorb, SOLIDO software from Physibel
was used to construct three dimensional models of the
applications described, in accordance with BS EN ISO
10211:1 (1996) Thermal Bridges in Building Construction
– Heat flows and Surface Temperatures, General Calcu-
lation Methods BSI, 1996. Half a unit was modelled
about its axis of symmetry. Steady state solution was by
means of the iterative finite difference method.

Schöck Ltd
Tel: 01865 290 890
Fax: 01865 290 899
design@schoeck.co.uk
www.schoeck.co.uk

For the type KS14 Isokorb, SOLIDO v3.1 software from
Physibel was used to construct three dimensional
models of the applications described, in accordance
with BS EN ISO 10211:1 (1996) Thermal Bridges in
Building Construction – Heat flows and Surface Temper-
atures, General Calculation Methods BSI, 1996. Steady
state solution was by means of the iterative finite differ-
ence method.

For the type KST Isokorb, TRISCO software from Physibel
was used to construct three dimensional models of the
applications described, in accordance with BS EN ISO
10211:1 (1996) Thermal Bridges in Building Construction
– Heat flows and Surface Temperatures, General Calcu-
lation Methods BSI, 1996. Steady state solution was by
means of the iterative finite difference method.

Full test results are available on request:

Type K Report Reference: 121212SCH

Type KS14 Report Reference: 120927SCH

Type KST Report Reference: 060814SCH

The report findings are based on the basic standard detail
with cavity wall below the slab and glazing above. 

For the above and for your free copy of the Schöck 
Specifiers Guide and/or the Technical Guide, contact the
company on 01865 290 890 or visit www.schoeck.co.uk

Results:

Description Temperature
factor fRSi

Isokorb KST16 0.82

Steel I-beam HEA200 
passing through insulation

0.51

Isokorb KST22 0.81

Steel I-beam HEA240 
passing through insulation

0.50
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Planning for overheating in homes
As our climate and hot summers become more probable, the Zero Carbon
Hub asks if we should we make better use of the planning system to help
prevent overheating in homes…

For the last year the Zero Carbon Hub has been
working with local authorities, central government
departments and the housing and health sectors

to understand how well prepared we are in England
and Wales to tackle the issue of overheating in homes. 

Overheating, in this context, is the term used to
describe situations where the conditions in a building
become uncomfortably warm or excessively hot,
because the design of the building hampers the 
occupant’s ability to keep it sufficiently cool, especially
during warmer weather. 

The project team has drawn together information
and evidence on why overheating in homes happens
and the extent to which the construction and energy
efficiency sectors are gearing up to address the issue.
A second phase of the project, beginning this summer,
will make recommendations on what more local and
national governments could do to support Housing
Providers in reducing the incidence of overheating. 

A key question is what is the role of the planning
system? 

Why the concern about overheating?
As temperatures soar across the UK, Rob Pannell,
Managing Director of the Zero Carbon Hub 
commented:

“With expected increases in the number of unusually
hot summers as the climate changes, more frequent
and intense heatwaves, and continuing construction
in dense cities, it will be even more important to 
consider ways to ensure our homes remain at 
comfortable temperatures all year round, without
automatically resorting to energy-using cooling 
systems. Getting building designs right is critical.”

Although action is being taken by the government
and by the industry, it is clear that overheating in
homes is happening – potentially in up to 20% of the
housing stock in England. And there is concern that
overheating will become a much bigger problem in
the coming decades.

Exposure to excess heat in homes can have serious
consequences for the health of the people living
there, especially if high temperatures persist over
prolonged periods. In extreme cases, there can be a
risk to life for vulnerable groups such as the elderly
or sick. The elderly are usually less able to adapt to
higher temperatures, and may also live alone and
not seek help quickly enough if feeling unwell.

There are now estimated to be approximately 2,000
heat-related deaths per year in England and Wales.
In the absence of adaptation of the population or
mitigation measures, researchers estimate that this
figure could rise to over 7,000 heat-related deaths
per year by the 2050s as a result of climate change
and a growing and ageing population – a tripling of
current levels. London and the East Midlands are the
regions that have been most affected by heat to date.

Fortunately, homes which overheat – however mildly
or severely – tend to have recognised combinations
of risk factors. An obvious example is when a
dwelling’s windows, intended to provide ventilation
and to purge hot air, open onto a noisy main road
and so are rarely used by the occupants. Here, the
ventilation strategy fails.

Rob added:

“The risk of overheating varies from building to 
building. Those which have a higher chance of 
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overheating usually have known causes, which means
the sector can be cautiously optimistic about being
able to identify and treat them. The Zero Carbon Hub
plans to take forward work this year with industry
partners to pin down these risk factors in simple
guidance.”

It is also clear that the number of cases of overheating
and the severity and impact of those cases will vary
from area to area due to differences in local climate,
geography, construction practices and the profile of
the population.

“With expected increases in the number
of unusually hot summers as the climate
changes, more frequent and intense
heatwaves, and continuing construction
in dense cities, it will be even more
important to consider ways to ensure our
homes remain at comfortable temperatures
all year round…”

Policies such as the Heatwave Plan for England 2015
aim to reflect this variation by triggering action at 
different temperature thresholds across the country.
The trigger in the North East of England for example,
is lower than in the South East as is it expected that
people in the South are generally more acclimatised
to warmer weather.

A spatial perspective will also be important when 
formulating policies to tackle overheating specifically.
Local authorities may find there are certain ‘over-
heating hot spots’ in their area, meaning deliberate
steps to manage the issue are needed. An apartment
block in a deep urban area with little or no surround-
ing green spaces (known to have a cooling effect) is
more likely to overheat than a larger detached house
in the countryside. The important thing is to check
the risk profile to be certain.

For new dwellings, experts advise that Housing
Providers and their design teams should give serious
consideration to whether schemes are at risk of
overheating at the concept stage of the project –
before plans are submitted to local planning authori-

ties. At this early stage, modifications to the design of
the building are more likely to be possible. The range
of options available to address overheating once a
dwelling is built and there are people living there, 
are often more limited than if measures had been
designed-in to begin with.

In many cases, the risk of overheating may be low,
and little or no action will be necessary. However,
unless Housing Providers and planners consider the
potential current and future levels of risk methodically,
there is potential to be ‘caught out’ by changing
external circumstances such as the climate.

It is evident that certain local authorities are already
tightening up the provisions on overheating in their
Local Plans and Local Development Frameworks.
However, it is unclear at present how widespread the
inclusion of overheating requirements in Local Plans
is. Guidance in England’s National Planning Policy
Framework in England is vague. The Planning Policy
Wales has more explicit coverage on overheating.

The Zero Carbon Hub’s stakeholders certainly view
the use of the planning system to help ‘design out’
overheating as integral to future policy responses.

The Zero Carbon Hub’s preliminary report “Over-
heating in Homes – The Big Picture” can be found 
at www.zerocarbonhub.org . If you have experiences
on overheating you would like to share with them,
please contact info@zerocarbonhub.org . ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Zero Carbon Hub
Tel: 0845 888 7620 
info@zercarbonhub.com
www.zerocarbonhub.org
www.twitter.com/ZeroCarbonHub
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This July saw ISOVER Ireland launching
an innovative new airtightness tape to
the market, Vario Bond, a product which

has been developed in Ireland specifically
for the Irish market.

Vario Bond is a High Performance Plasterable
Airtightness Tape, with an sd value of 0.3-
20m, available in two widths 100mm and
150mm x 25m roll length. It is a multi-func-
tional airtightness solution for a variety of
applications, including around windows,
doors and timber to block connections. 

“Vario Bond offers fantastic
airtightness and moisture con-
trol performance and, when
used with the VARIO complete
solution of membranes, tapes
and sealant, can offer amazing
airtightness and moisture 
control results for any project.”

Due to it's innovative fleece material, Vario
Bond is suitable for both internal & external
use, and is airtight, windtight, driving rain
proof and, importantly, can be plastered or
rendered over directly, using Gypsum based
plasters or Sand & Cement. With the ability
to bond to bricks, blocks, PVC, sand & cement
or timber, Vario Bond’s high adhesive
strength makes it an indispensable tool. The
tape also has handy pre-splits with finger-lift
function for easy installation allowing for
quicker installation times and thereby,
reduced costs.

Vario Bond, as part of the overall Vario system,
is the next step in ensuring that homes are
airtight and moisture controlled, while 
providing added protection from heat loss,
improved energy savings, improved preven-
tion of draughts and performance high
enough to beat current and future regula-
tions. Vario Bond has been certified for
Indoor Air Quality and holds the GEV 
Emicode EC1 Plus.

Vario Bond offers fantastic airtightness and
moisture control performance and, when
used with the VARIO complete solution of
membranes, tapes and sealant, can offer
amazing airtightness and moisture control
results for any project. To watch the Vario
Bond installation movie or download 
ISOVER product guides please log onto
www.isover.ie . 

ISOVER launches new plasterable
airtightness tape – Vario Bond
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Martin McKenna
Regional Sales Manager
Saint Gobain Isover Ireland
Tel: 07971 596401
info@isover.ie
www.isover.ie

Vario Bond ceiling application

Vario Bond window application
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The National Planning and Building Control
Directory aims to be the one-stop-shop for
anyone seeking help and advice or products
and services from the construction industry. 

In conjunction with the now strongly established
‘Planning & Building Control Today’ digital
magazine which carries heavyweight content
from both the trade and government, this
essential tool is already well on its way to being
the most comprehensive guide currently
available.

Having built a huge database of over 50,000
email contacts for the construction industry,
the directory is growing at a rapid rate with
subscribers joining every day. 

Popular categories include:

> BIM

> Building Control

> CDM

> Demolition

> Energy Efficiency

NATIONAL PLANNING & 
BUILDING CONTROL DIRECTORY
THE ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR PLANNING & BUILDING CONTROLwww.adjacentgovernment.co.uk/npbc/

YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP
PLANNING DIRECTORY
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Building Regulations
Northern Ireland

The Northern Ireland Building Regulations are legal requirements made by the
Department of Finance and Personnel (DFP) and administered by 26 District Councils:
http://www.buildingcontrol-ni.com//assets/pdf/building-regulations-ni-2012.pdf . The
Regulations are intended to ensure the safety, health, welfare and convenience of
people in and around buildings. They are also designed to further the conservation of
fuel and energy.

DFP publish Technical Booklets for guidance in support of the Building Regulations:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/index/buildings-energy-efficiency-buildings/building-
regulations/content_-_building_regulations-newpage-3.htm . There is no obligation to
follow the methods or comply with the standards set out in the technical booklets.
You may adopt any form of construction you wish, however you will have to
demonstrate to the satisfaction of district councils that the requirements of the
building regulations have been met.

They allow the Department to set certain standards of performance and to provide a
degree of predictability and certainty as to what methods and standards of building
which, if followed, will satisfy the requirements of building regulations.
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TECHNICAL BOOKLET B – Materials and workmanship:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_b_guidance_booklet_2013_final_version.pdf

Including:

• Fitness of materials and workmanship

• Urea formaldehyde foam

TECHNICAL BOOKLET C – Site preparation and resistance to
contaminants and moisture:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_c_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Site preparation and resistance to contaminants

• Subsoil drainage

• Resistance to moisture and weather

• Condensation

TECHNICAL BOOKLET D – Structure:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tbd_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Stability

• Disproportionate collapse

TECHNICAL BOOKLET E – Fire Safety:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tbe_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Means of escape

• Internal fire spread – Linings

• Internal fire spread – Structure

• External fire spread

• Facilities and access for the Fire and Rescue Service
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TECHNICAL BOOKLET F1 – Conservation of fuel and power 
in dwellings:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_f1_online_version.pdf and updated guidance here:

http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/amendment_to_technical_booklets_-_2014.pdf

Including:

• Conservation measures

• Target carbon dioxide emission rate

• Consequential improvements

• Change of energy status

• Renovation of thermal elements

• Notice of air pressure test

• Notice of commissioning

• Notice of emission rate

• Provision of information

TECHNICAL BOOKLET F2 – Conservation of fuel and power 
in buildings other than dwellings:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_f2_online_version-2.pdf and updated guidance here:

http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/amendment_to_technical_booklets_-_2014.pdf

Including:

• Conservation measures

• Target carbon dioxide emission rate

• Consequential improvements

• Change of energy status

• Renovation of thermal elements

• Notice of air pressure test

• Notice of commissioning

• Notice of emission rate

• Provision of information
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TECHNICAL BOOKLET G – Resistance to the passage 
of sound:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_g_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Protection against sound from other parts of the building and from adjoining buildings

• Protection against sound within a dwelling or room for residential purposes

• Reverberation in the common internal parts of buildings containing flats or rooms for 
residential purposes

• Acoustic conditions in schools

• Sound insulation testing and notice of results

TECHINICAL BOOKLET H – Stairs, ramps, guarding and 
protection from impact
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tbh_online_version_pdf.pdf

Including:

• Provision of stairs in dwellings

• Stairs, ladders, ramps and landings

• Guarding

• Vehicle loading bays

• Protection against impact from and trapping by doors

• Protection from collision with open windows, skylights or ventilators

TECHNICAL BOOKLET J – Solid waste in buildings:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_j_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Solid waste storage

• Waste chute systems
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TECHNICAL BOOKLET K – Ventilation
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_k_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Means of ventilation

• Ventilation of car parks

• Notification of testing and commissioning

• Provision of information

TECHNICAL BOOKLET L – Combustion appliances and fuel
storage systems:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_l_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Air supply

• Discharge of products of combustion

• Warning of the presence of carbon monoxide gas

• Protection of people and buildings

• Provision of information

• Protection of liquid fuel storage tanks

• Protection against pollution

• Prevention of smoke emission

TECHNICAL BOOKLET N – Drainage:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_n_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Drainage systems

• Sanitary pipework

• Underground foul drainage

• Rainwater drainage

• Cesspools, septic tanks and similar structures
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TECHNICAL BOOKLET P – Sanitary appliances, unvented hot
water storage systems and reducing the risk of scalding:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tb_p_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Provision of sanitary appliances

• Sanitary appliances

• Sanitary accommodation

• Unvented hot water storage systems

• Reducing the risk of scalding

TECHNICAL BOOKLET R – Access to and use of buildings:
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tbr_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Access and use

• Access to extensions

• Sanitary accommodation in extensions

• Sanitary conveniences in dwellings

TECHNICAL BOOKLET V – Glazing
http://www.dfpni.gov.uk/tbv_online_version.pdf

Including:

• Impact with glazing

• Transparent glazing

• Safe opening and closing of windows, skylights and ventilators

• Safe means of access for cleaning glazing
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The mark of
Quality Assurance

Client, Contractor, Designer, Engineer...?

Everyone deserves and needs accurate information from BIM Models 

Quality assure ALL data in BIM Models with Solibri Model Checker™

Why risk anything less? 

Visit www.solibri.com and download 

Solibri Model Checker for a FREE TRIAL

Describe it – Check it – Assure it 

A          
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